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Strategies for Functional Tissue Engineering of Articular Cartilage
Clark Hung¹, Andrea Tan¹, Brendan Roach¹, Adam Nover¹, Alex Cigan¹, Robert Nims¹, Kacey Marra², and James Cook³
¹Columbia University, New York, NY
²University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
³University of Missouri, Columbia, MO

A Continuous Pore Size Gradient PLLA Scaffold for Osteochondral Regeneration
Riccardo Gottardi¹, Gioacchino Conoscenti², Peter Alexander¹, Paul Manner³, Vincenzo La Carrubba², Valerio Brucato², and Rocky Tuan¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
²Università degli Studi di Palermo, Palermo, Italy
³University of Washington, Seattle, WA

Media Shows a Difference in the Local Stress-State for BAV and TAV Aneurysmal Tissue
James Thunes¹, Julie Phillippi¹, Thomas Gleason¹, David Vorp¹, and Spandan Maiti¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Developmental ECM for Cardiac Regeneration and Repair
Kyle Edmunds¹, Corin Williams¹, Whitney Stoppel¹, Breanna Duffy¹, Jacques Guyette², Harald Ott², Justin Weinbaum³, and Lauren Black¹,4
¹Tufts University, Medford, MA
²Mass General Hospital, Boston, MA
³University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
⁴Tufts University School of Medicine, Boston, MA

Properties of Remodeled ECM Scaffolds in the Temporomandibular Joint
Jesse Lowe¹, William Chung¹,², Bryan Brown¹,², Scott Johnson¹,², Stephen Badylak¹,², and Alejandro Almarza¹,²
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
²McGowan Institute of Regenerative Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA

Development of 2D and 3D Engineered Muscle Tissue Constructs
Rebecca Duffy¹ and Adam Feinberg¹
¹Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA
Validation of An Osteochondral Bioreactor Applied To Study The Protective Role Of Sex Hormones
Riccardo Gottardi¹,², Hang Lin¹, Laura Iannetti³, Giovanna D'Urso³, Paolo Zunino³, Thomas Lozito¹, Peter Alexander¹, Paul Manner⁴, Elizabeth Sefton⁵, Teresa Woodruff⁵, and Rocky Tuan¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
²Fondazione Ri.MED, Palermo, Italy
³Politecnico di Milano, Milano, Italy
⁴University of Washington, Seattle, WA
⁵Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Chicago, IL

Cell-free Synthetic Vascular Grafts: A Blank Slate to Study Host Cell Infiltration and Transformation
Yadong Wang¹, Kee-Won Lee¹, Liwei Dong¹, Chelsea Stowell¹, Mario Solari¹, and Vijay Gorantla¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Surface Patterning of an Alkylsilane Coated Layer to Control Corrosion Rate of Magnesium Devices
Laura Fulton¹, Avinash Patil¹, and Elia Beniash¹,²,³
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
²University of Pittsburgh Department of Oral Biology, Pittsburgh, PA
³McGowan Institute for Regenerative Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA

Instrument-free Assay for Monitoring Bladder Cancer with High Specificity and Sensitivity in Resource Poor Settings
Abhinav Acharya¹, Andres Correa¹, Tatum Tarin¹, and Steven Little¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Lipidoid Tail Structure Strongly Influences siRNA Delivery Activity
Christopher Knapp¹ and Kathryn Whitehead¹
¹Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA

An In Vitro Chondro-Osteo-Vascular Triphasic Model of The Osteochondral Complex
Riccardo Gottardi¹,², Alessandro Pirosa¹,³, Peter Alexander¹, Paul Manner⁴, Dario Puppi³, Federica Chiellini³, and Rocky Tuan¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
²Ri.MED Foundation, Palermo, Italy
³Università degli Studi di Pisa, Pisa, Italy
⁴University of Washington, Seattle, WA

Effect of Exercise Therapy on Supraspinatus Tears During Internal-External Rotation
Gerald Ferrer¹, R Matthew Miller¹, Jason Zlotnicki¹, Scott Tashman¹, Volker Musahl¹, and Richard E Debski¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
Application of Adipose Precursor Cell (APC)-Seeded, Poloxamer-Filled PCL Nerve Conduits for Enhanced Nerve Regeneration in A Rat Model of Peroneal Nerve Ablation
Juliana Amaral Passipieri¹, Jack Dienes¹, Ellen Mintz¹, Jacqueline Bliley², Joseph Frank¹, Joshua Glazier¹, Andrew Portell¹, Kacey Marra², and George Christ¹
¹University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA
²University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Decoding the Multi-Modal Failures of Microelectrode-Brain Tissue Interface
Takashi Kozai¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Dynamic Corrosion Behavior of Three Biodegradable Metals (Zn, Fe and Mg) in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS)
Yingqi Chen¹², Weitai Zhang¹, Manfred F. Maitz¹³, Meiyun Chen¹, Heng Zhang¹, Jinlong Mao¹, Yuancong Zhao¹, Nan Huang¹, and Guojiang Wan¹
¹Key Laboratory of Advanced Technologies of Materials, Southwest Jiaotong University, Chengdu, SC, China, People's Republic of
²McGowan Institute for Regenerative Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA
³Leibniz Institute of Polymer Research Dresden, Dresden, Germany

Supraspinatus Tendon Degeneration is Correlated with Quantitative Ultrasound Measures
Gerald Ferrer¹, R Matthew Miller¹, Masahito Yoshida¹, Amir A Rahnemai-Azar¹, Volker Musahl¹, and Richard E Debski¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Visualizing the Nonlinear Mechanics of Collagen in Eye Tissue
Ning-Jiun Jan¹, Michael Iasella¹, Mason Lester¹, Danielle Hu¹, Kira Lathrop¹, Huong Tran¹, Andrew Voorhees¹, Gadi Wollstein¹, Joel Schuman², and Ian A. Sigal¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
²New York University, New York, NY

A Biodegradable, Thermally Responsive Injectable Hydrogel with Reactive Oxygen Species Scavenging Effect
Yang Zhu¹², Murugesan Velayutham¹, Yasumoto Matsumura¹, and William Wagner¹²³⁴
¹McGowan Institute for Regenerative Medicine, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
²Department of Bioengineering, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
³Department of Surgery, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
⁴Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Catch the Wave: Using Prior Knowledge of Action Potentials to Identify Neurons in Chronic Recordings
Shruti Vempati¹, Adam Snyder¹², and Matthew Smith¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
²Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA
**Biodegradable and Conductive Polyurethane Elastomers**  
Xinzhu Gu¹, Zhongwei Mao¹,², Souvik Roy¹, and William Wagner¹  
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA  
²Tsinghua University, Beijing, China, People’s Republic of

**Integrating Chemical and Optical Responsive Cells and Flexible Materials for a Biosensing Soft Robot**  
Kyle Justus¹, Daniel Lewis², Carmel Majidi¹, Philip LeDuc¹, and Cheemeng Tan²  
¹Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA  
²University of California, Davis, Davis, CA

**Mediated Skeletal Muscle Remodeling**  
Riddhi Gandhi¹, Jenna Dziki¹, Ross Giglio¹, Brian Sicari¹, Derek Wang², Ricardo Londono¹, and Christopher Dearth³  
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA  
²McGowan Institute for Regenerative Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA  
³Walter Reed National Military Medical Center, Bethesda, MD

**Novel PEDOT Coating Functionalization Methods for Bio-interfacing Applications**  
Bingchen Wu¹, Bin Cao¹, and Xinyan Cui¹  
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

**Shape Memory Polyurethane Urea for Ureteral Stents**  
Yang Zhu¹,², Zuwei Ma¹, Sang-ho Ye¹, and William Wagner¹,²,³,⁴  
¹McGowan Institute for Regenerative Medicine, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA  
²Department of Bioengineering, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA  
³Department of Surgery, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA  
⁴Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

**Effectiveness of Summer Undergraduate Research Experiences in Biomedical Engineering at Carnegie Mellon University**  
Conrad Zapanta¹ and Keith Cook¹  
¹Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA

**Characterizing the ECM Composition and Mechanical Properties of Ovarian Tissue-Derived Hydrogels**  
Ziyu Xian¹,², Michael Buckenmeyer², and Bryan Brown²  
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA  
²McGowan Institute for Regenerative Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA

**Contraction Wave Propagation in an Excitable Epithelial Tissue**  
David Denberg¹, Jonathan Rubin², and Lance Davidson¹  
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA  
²University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
An Automated Comparison of the Distribution of Extracellular Matrix Molecules in the Brain
Jessie Liu¹ and Michel Modo¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Fabrication of Patient-Specific Intracranial Aneurysm Models For Burst Testing
Toby Zhu¹, Joseph Pichamuthu¹, Hritwick Banjeree², Hongliang Ren², Justin Weinbaum¹, and David Vorp¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
²National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore

Changes in Pulmonary Arterial Hemodynamics Prior To LVAD Implant and The Association with RV Failure
Courtney Vu¹, Timothy Bachman¹, Luigi Lagazi¹, Robert Kormos¹, and Marc Simon¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

A Potential Method to Reduce Inflammation
Soumya Vhasure ¹², Daniel Crompton¹², and Marina Kameneva¹²
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
²McGowan Institute for Regenerative Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA

Effect of DRP Additives on Thrombocytes in Microvessels: A Potential Treatment for Thrombosis
Siddharth Balakrishnan¹, Dan Crompton¹, and Marina Kameneva¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Virus Model of Early Pulmonary Hypertension
Ian Christman¹, Rebecca Vanderpool², Rebecca Tarantelli³, Karen Norris³, and Marc Simon²
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
²Pittsburgh Vascular Medicine Institute, Pittsburgh, PA
³University of Pittsburgh Department of Immunology, Pittsburgh, PA

Effect of an Alternating Pressure Operating Room Table Overlay On Sacral Skin Blood Flow
Michael Churilla¹, David Brienza¹, and Tricia Karg¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Acoustic Vaporization of Perfluorocarbon Nanoemulsions
Tristan Ford¹, Satya Kothapalli², Eric Lambert³, Lu Liu³, Jelena Janjic³, and Hong Chen²
¹University of Rochester, Rochester, NY
²Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO
³Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, PA
Assessing the Host Inflammatory Response to Acellular Lung Scaffolds
Joshua Tarantino¹, Clint Skillen², and Bryan Brown²
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
²McGowan Institute for Regenerative Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA

Towards Elimination Of The In Vitro Dynamic Culture Period of SVF Cell-Seeded TEVGs
Kamiel Saleh¹, Darren Haskett²,³, Lauren Kokai¹,⁴, Justin Weinbaum¹,³, Antonio D’Amore¹,²,³, William Wagner¹,²,³,⁵, J. Peter Rubin¹,³, and David Vorp¹,²,³,⁵,⁶
¹University of Pittsburgh, Department of Bioengineering, Pittsburgh, PA
²University of Pittsburgh, Department of Surgery, Pittsburgh, PA
³McGowan Institute for Regenerative Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA
⁴University of Pittsburgh, Department of Plastic Surgery, Pittsburgh, PA
⁵Center for Vascular Remodeling and Regeneration, Pittsburgh, PA
⁶University of Pittsburgh, Department of Cardiothoracic Surgery, Pittsburgh, PA

Engineering The Bone-Cartilage Interface: An Osteochondral Microphysiological System
Kalon Overholt¹, Riccardo Gottardi¹, Alessandro Pirosa¹, and Rocky Tuan¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Development of A Bioreactor Aimed At Designing Spatial And Temporal Drug Delivery Profiles For Bone Regeneration Protocols
Inderbir Sondh¹, Derek Nichols¹, Emily Bayer¹, Riccardo Gottardi¹, and Steven Little¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Centrifugation-based Fabrication of Laminar High-density Tissue Aggregates
Uma Balakrishnan¹, Joseph Shawky¹, and Lance Davidson¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Assessment of Schwann Cell Migration In Vitro And In Vivo Following Application of a Peripheral Nerve Specific Hydrogel
Mara Palmer¹, Travis Prest¹, and Bryan Brown¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Software for 3D Quantitative Analysis of the Eye Vasculature
Felipe Suntaxi¹, Ning-Jiun Jan¹, Andrew Voorhees¹, Konstantinos Verdelis¹, and Ian A. Sigal¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Modeling and Experimental Analysis of the Temporary, Fully-Retrievable Stent for Traumatic Hemorrhage Control
Mark Littlefield¹, Yanfei Chen¹, Bryan Tillman², Sung Kwon Cho¹, and Youngjae Chun¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
²University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, Pittsburgh, PA
Thallium Detection Using Paper-Based Cell-Free Sensor Circuitry
Maya Lemmon-Kishi¹, Venkata Peddada¹, Claire Chu¹, Maddie Perdoncin¹, Aife Ni Chochlain¹, Lisa Antoszewski², Jason Lohmueller¹, Natasa Miskov-Zivanov¹, Cheryl Telmer³, Sanjeev Shroff³, and Alex Deiters¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
²Grove City College, Grove City, PA
³Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA

Physiologically-Relevant Cellular Organization for Treatment of Volumetric Muscle Loss
Karina Nakayama¹, Marco Quarta², Victor Garcia², Zachary Strassberg², Oscar Abilez³, Thomas Rando², and Ngan Huang¹
¹Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA
²Veterans Affairs Palo Alto Health Care System, Palo Alto, CA,
³Stanford University, Stanford, CA

Nanotopography Promoted Neuronal Differentiation of Human Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells
Kai Wang¹, Liqing Song², Yan Li², and Yong Yang¹
¹West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV
²Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL

Influence of Substrate Stiffness on Fibrogenic Response of Fibroblasts to Carbon Nanotubes
Kai Wang¹, Lin Shi¹, and Yong Yang¹
¹West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV

Adhesion-based Tumor Cells Capture Using Nanotopography
Lin Shi¹, Kai Wang¹, and Yong Yang¹
¹West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV

Nanotopography Regulated Fibroblasts Sensing Carbon Nanotubes
Kai Wang¹, Xiaqing He¹, Will Linthicum², Ryan Mezan¹, Liying Wang³, Yon Rojanasakul¹, Qi Wen², and Yong Yang¹
¹West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV
²Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, MA
³National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, Morgantown, WV